Creating school-age versions of semistructured interviews for the prodrome to schizophrenia: lessons from case reviews.
There is an increasing emphasis on identifying individuals with schizophrenia earlier and earlier in their disease process, with the assumption that earlier identification translates into earlier treatment, which translates into improved outcome. Unfortunately, one age cohort, children under 13 years of age, have been excluded from this critical alteration in clinical intervention strategy, and its associated improved clinical outcome. One of the barriers to inclusion of younger children is the lack of knowledge about diagnostic issues related to attenuated psychotic symptoms in this age sample. This report focuses on our experience with evaluating attenuated psychotic symptoms in young children, in particular subthreshold hallucinations and delusions, using semistructured interviews. The inclusion of both Caregiver and Child report sections and the addition of concrete, detailed examples of clear-conscience, non-stress-related subthreshold psychotic symptoms are likely to be necessary.